Ortech is losing a significant portion of its workforce. The company, a manufacturer of electronic components, is reducing its workforce by 87 layoffs, leaving it with 80 employees. The move is attributed to the company's financial difficulties.

By the end of March, 100 employees will be laid off, bringing the total to 80. The layoffs are due to the company's reduced demand for its products, which is affecting its ability to pay its workers.

Phil Tate, the company's Director of Job Creation, says that employees are being laid off because they are redundant. However, there is a possibility that some employees may be retained if they can demonstrate their skills and performance.

The Missouri Career Center, which is responsible for providing services to help laid-off workers, will conduct job interviews and provide training to prepare workers for new jobs. Hultz said she conducts job interviews with similar agencies in the area to let them know what services the Missouri Career Center can provide to the workers.

The company's CEO, Ron Paul, explains why Ron Paul will never be president. Paul says that he will never be president because he doesn't believe in the political system and its inherent corruption. Instead, he advocates for a system of direct democracy, where citizens have a direct say in the government's decisions.

The University Farm Building Duplex lies in ruins Tuesday afternoon after a refrigerator fire. Duncan, the only farm resident home early the morning of Jan. 10, his tenure there came to an end.

The Missouri Career Center, an agency funded by the state, has seen a significant increase in the number of people seeking unemployment insurance, drawing unemployment insurance, said they have the option of providing unemployment assistance.

Beer prices have increased due to shortages. The average American consumes 25 gallons of beer annually. Beer enthusiasts soon will be feeling the pinch when they go to the bar or supermarket to buy their favorite adult beverage.
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